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suor Marcella

� It was 2005 when Sister Marcella arrived in Port au Prince to work in the slums of Waf Jérémie,
a district initially born as a city landfill and populated by those who sought to waste their
livelihood.

� Then to live in the slum came also immigrants who came from rural areas and the Union of
more than 300,000 people condemned to misery made Waf Jérémie a stronghold of armed
gangs and illicit trafficking. "In the beginning there was nothing, if not hatred towards
anyone."

� To be accepted, Sister Marcella, along with a group of local youths, built the first stable
medical clinic but "the armed gangs did not accept my intervention and so killed Lucien,
one of my collaborators. A warning to make me understand that they did not want any
change». But faith in Christ gave her the strength to remain. And so it was also after the
earthquake and the cholera epidemic.

� Today in the center created by sister Marcella, the Vilaij Italyen to Kay Pé Giuss, 140
orphaned or abandoned children are growing with love and hope in the future.



the vision

Building the future through beauty, knowledge and free choice!

� At Kay Pè Giuss live 140 children from zero to thirteen surrounded by flowers and
plants that frame gazebos and colored houses, children who were alone and
abandoned and now are loved and with many friends, who have passed from life
as a fight to life as a journey.

� But what will be their future? What opportunities will they have when they are not
able to aspire to study, to the comparison with the rest of the world, to the freedom
to choose to work for a better world?

� Sister Marcella is committed every day to answering these questions with her
projects, all prosthetics to education to beauty, to knowledge and to free choice.
Among these Lelia house in Assisi, which will welcome some of them every summer.



Casa Lelia

� The birth of Casa Lelia is an
innovative, courageous vision
that challenges cultural
differences, because it is not a
house enclosed by social,
political, economic, cultural
and religious boundaries.

� It is a house in which children will be
able to grow sustained and
accompanied in all their needs:
health, schooling, human relations,
dignity; Telling the world that you
can not stop at the differences but
build on what we have in common,
the heart that demand happiness.

Here the children of Kay Pè Giuss will have the hope to build a future for themselves and their country.

Lelia House in Assisi



Casa Lelia

� When the children leave their summer house, Casa Lelia, in September,
will return to Haiti with an emotional and cognitive baggage that will
bring to the other friends of Kay Pé Giuss.

� Even the Haitian educators who accompany them will have treasured
an experience to improve them in their feelings and work.

� The "Seeds of the Future" collected in the house of Assisi, will begin to
enter the house of Haiti and slowly they will give their fruits, precious
because cured with a heart that has received happiness

� The summer 2018 inaugurates Casa Lelia with 25 children and 2
educators, captained by Sister Marcella.



Casa Lelia

SCHNAIDER

11 anni

YONELSON

11 anni

SHEDLOV

9 anni
ROSALINDA

8 anni

SCHNAIDER

8 anni

SCHNAIDER closed, bashful and silent, wounded but with a good heart, gentle and eager for a beautiful and true human relationship.

Intelligent, intuitive RECHENA, want to excel in everything and be the best. He commands the other girls to wand, but in front of a

combined mess, he fades. She draws very well, she likes to dance and sing so much that she won a singing contest. Good results at

school. SHEDLOVE Nice, makes a hundred thousand questions about what you call things and why they exist. Hardly quarrels with the

others and yields quietly before the arrogance of the little ones. It's quiet but underneath it combines a lot of trouble. ROSALINDA full

of life, solar, greedy, able to have fun with little and to stay in company. She loves to play, sing, dance and draw but prefers to cuddle to

any activity. SCHNAIDER feels the landlord and takes certain privileges that other children recognize. The preferential relationship that

has been conquered if it holds tight but without exaggeration. YONELSON polite and sympathetic, awake, always full of questions, with

a strong and clear character: He knows what he wants and tries to keep you head accepting the risks. It's a cuddle that runs for a hug

or a candy. Not among the most generous in lending a hand to a kind of shyness, but if he leaves to do a thing the door to end.

JORIMEL Lively, sympathetic, obliging, obedient, often helps with the youngest. She has a nice character and knows what she wants

and how to fight to try to get it. She dances and sings even if she doesn't like to show off.

From CASA LELIA we bring back to HAITI the Seeds of the Future

RICHENA

11 anni

JORIMEL

8 anni

ESTATE 

2018



Casa Lelia

GIOKENSON

9 anni

RUBENS

9 anni

EDSON

9 anni

RICHELO

14 anni

MYLOVE
7 anni

GIOKENSON a real cuddle, always chasing pampering. Shy and bashful, he loves to run, to play ball and to be in the midst of trouble

but he is also always ready to help with generosity and momentum. He's one of the bongos players in the house. RICHELO He always

lowers his eyes when he speaks and prefers to send the little ones forward. He's the official drum player in the house. He likes to draw

and build things with what he finds around. He is responsible, generous, willing to help anyone who needs. It's always the best in the

class. EDSON Transparent, polite, sympathetic, attentive, ready to help where there is need, hardly ever quarrels, he enjoys like crazy

to play ball. When he misses, he doesn't face the reproach, but he looks at you with his eyes full of tears. MYLOVE awake and lively,

always looking for cuddles and sweets. JESIMEL Vispa and Allegra, friendly and chatty, sociable, actively participates in all the

activities proposed, achieving good results especially in singing and dancing. RUBENS awake, sympathetic, affectionate, cuddly and

greedy, stubborn. Is the classic child "model", always smiling, helpful, attentive to everything and everyone, always strives to be the first

but also knows how to lose. Good grades at school. CASSYsaved her in a tent with her dead mother beside her, she is sick with AIDS.

He does not speak well yet because of his dramas but now he has a great desire to live. Sings at the top of the lungs even if the note is

not always the right one and runs around the house often speaking alone.

CASSY

8 anni

ESTATE 

2018

JESIMEL
7 anni

From CASA LELIA we bring back to HAITI the Seeds of the Future



Casa Lelia

JOHN KERRY always looking for a hug, a kiss, a candy. He speaks very little because he is a shy child. He really likes to run with the

tricycle behind the bigger ones, and he enjoys everything even just walking through the gardens. He doesn't eat happily. Only feeling

loved, he finds the courage to live his abandonment. DINA awake, lively, intelligent, sympathetic, chatty, enthusiastic, greedy and

affectionate. She likes to draw, sing and dance. GESINORD Transparent, polite, silent, shy, bashful, it is difficult to let go but when he

succeeds it bursts into fantastic smiles that know of freedom. It still needs time to have confidence in adults and to rebuild positive

relationships with reality. ISAAC cuddly, it makes trouble but it accepts the small punishments with bright eyes. Being one of the

slowest children in the house you have on him a look of attention. ROODSON Solar, always smiling and chasing cuddles or sweets.

One and a hundred of them thinks and is always busy to combine something alone or with his friends. SHEDLEN KERRY is quite

clumsy so he often makes trouble even big and is always blamed by others every time something happens. At school she commits a lot

but it really makes a lot of effort and unfortunately the Haitian educational method tends to cut out who does not make it. He's very nice,

he says a lot of stupid and laughs every time he has the chance. BIENSE’ sweet, shy but awake and capable with excellent results in

school. She's serious and she's always busy.

JOHN

KERRY

8 anni

DINA

8 anni

GESINORD
7 anni

SHEDLEN
8 anni

ISAAC
9 anni

ROODSON
4 anni

BIENSE’
7 anni

ESTATE 

2018

From CASA LELIA we bring back to HAITI the Seeds of the Future



Casa Lelia

RICO is a child not particularly awake but sympathetic, good, kind and very attentive to the youngest. CHICO awake, sweet, eager for

human relationships, polite, curious about everything and eager to learn. Very selfless, tries to help everything and everything, and is

always ready to recognize his mistakes made and to start again. CLAUDIA alternates moments of joy and thoughtlessness to

moments of sadness. Very closed, silent, frightened by relationships with adults and wounded by its history, prefers to remain in the

shadows. JEFFERSON will arrive at Casa Lelia full of courage to face a stay at the hospital in Bologna where they put a prosthesis

that allows him to have a better life. He is a sweet child, silent, wounded by life but that slowly is beginning to find a smile. She's

running with her crutches to jump around your neck every time she sees you.

JEFFERSON

5 anni

ESTATE 

2018

RICO

11 anni

CHICO

14 anni

CLAUDIA

10 anni

From CASA LELIA we bring back to HAITI the Seeds of the Future



Casa Lelia
ESTATE 

2018

The Story of RONALDO’

Ronaldò is a twenty-year-old boy who will take his first diploma
this year, although he has already started studying great, when
in 2009 he came to Sister Marcella.

Marcella shows us: "Ronaldo has a dream, or rather a desire,
because dreams are fantastic while desires are born from the
heart and there are data from the good God: Play football. So a
few years ago I decided to help him find a team and when he
got the chance to play a tournament in Miami, I opened a
fundraising campaign to fund his passport and airfare. There
were so many offers, higher than the necessities, but
unfortunately we could not get the passport in time. Ronald left
the team as soon as he realized that the Haitians, seeing the
white nun next to him, asked for money to make him play. He
came to me with his dad and in tears thanked me and they
gave me the waiver of Ronaldo because they did not want to
create problems with this scum.

In a few months Ronald has his diploma and with the money collected for him at the time
we will buy the airfare to join the group of Casa Lelia. Once in Italy we will see if we can
turn his visa in leave for reasons of study: We find a school of computer science and a
football team, and Ronaldo can run to hearts towards a better life.



Casa Lelia

JACKSON and ELANGE are among the educators of the House of Haiti, respectively from 2015 and from

2013, and are part of the K7, the group responsible for the mission.

Jackson is 30 years old, started quietly, clumsy, without knowing well what to do but need to earn to pay

his studies in nursing in the university. Slowly he was passionate, putting his heart and head, and today

he is among the best educators of Kay: serious, precise, attentive, helpful and generous, always ready to

seek a solution for every situation. She takes care of the house Kay Papyion where there are children

between 5 and 14 years.

Elange is 29 years old. His debut was very bad: listless, Immusonita, Hasty, quarrelsome. Sister Marcella

has held hard and today Elange has turned into a person attentive, generous, sympathetic, capable,

authoritative and intelligent with children. He takes care of the little House Nounous that welcomes the

girls from 1 year to 5.

JACKSON ELANGE

ESTATE 

2018



Casa Lelia

Project Maximum costs House LELIA 2018

� Round-trip aircraft for 25 children and 3 adults

� Up to EURO 25,000 CIRCA

� Living Expenses (food, utilities and small maintenance)

� Educational and recreational expenses 

� Miscellaneous and unforeseen (insurance, visas, etc.)

The final sum would be much higher if this list were to add the work of many

volunteers, such as the Association ViaLattea (www.fondazionevialattea.org), and the

free supplies of some companies.

You can be part of Sister Marcella's vision by donating any figure because, as she

says, ' a drop is only a drop, but so many drops together make the sea '.

IBAN IT85R0569622800000021115X46

Cause of the transfer "Haiti meets Assisi"

ESTATE 

2018


